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Long-term contraceptive method (LTCM) is an effective contraceptive method because it provides protection from the risk of pregnancy for a period of ten years consisting of IUDs and implants. The use of non Long-term contraceptive method (LTCM) in Cipadu Community Health Center for injectable active KB acceptors was 38%, pill 30% and condoms 14.34%. While the national target is 27.5%. Selection of LTCM contraception in Cipadu Health Center Tangerang is one way to regulate child birth, distance and age of childbirth. The purpose of this study was to identify the factors associated with LTCM contraception selection in active family planning acceptors. This research was conducted using a quantitative method with a cross sectional design (n = 80 people) obtained results that factors related to the selection of MKJP contraception were knowledge (p value = 0,000), attitude (p value = 0,000), husband support (p value = 0,000). To increase LTCM contraceptive use, researchers suggest that health workers in Cipadu Health Center more detail explain the side effects and benefits of LTCM contraception and make a program that involves husband's support in LTCM contraception selection.
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